[Finite element analysis of InterTan for the treatment of femoral intertrochanteric fractures].
To study the biomechanical characteristics of InterTan for the treatment of femoral intertrochanteric fracture of Evans-Jensen IV. Scanning the femur and internal plant of volunteers with spiral CT to obtain DICOM format data. Three-dimensional models of left femur and InterTan were reconstructed by Mimics software. On this basis, a three-dimensional finite element model of internal fixation for Evans-Jensen IV intertrochanteric fracture of femur was established. The stress and microstrain distribution of Von Mses in different models were studied. The biomechanical stability after internal fixation of the Evans Jensen IV femoral intertrochanteric fracture was analyzed. The stress pattern of the femur of InterTan model was the same as that of the normal femur, which was mainly located on the medial side of the proximal femur and the lower third of the femur. However, the stress of femur in InterTan model was lower than that in the same part of normal femur. The peak stress of the femur in the model was 13.92 MPa, located at the end of the inner plant in contact with the femur. The stress peak of the plant in the model was 146.5 MPa at the lower contact point between the tension nail and the main nail. InterTan fixation has obvious biomechanical advantages and is not easy to cause stress fractures in the middle femur in patients with osteopenic Evans-Jensen IV intertrochanteric fractures. In particular, for patients with greater activity in the intertrochanteric fracture of the Evans-Jensen IV femur, InterTan fixation has better stability and provides a theoretical basis for the choice of internal fixation.